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and happy obscurity/'   When he was taking leave of the
Empress at St Petersburg after a joyous winter there Catherine
asked him to send her his news from time to time, promising
to answer punctually.   " I calculated," wrote Grimm, years
later, after the death of the great Empress, " that this excess
of favour could not last more than a few months. The corre-
spondence continued, nevertheless, always equally lively and
warm, on one side and the other, from 1774 to 1796 [the death
of the Empress], and was never interrupted "except during my
second visit to St Petersburg." x At first the ordinary post
was used for transmission of the letters; but after a time the
Empress arranged that every three months a courier should
carry her letters from St Petersburg to Paris, or wherever
Grimm should be, and bring his letters in return.  " In this
way she contracted the habit, fortunate for me, of writing to
me almost daily, always carefully putting the date at the head
of the sheet of paper; and when the packet had grown in two
or three months into a volume sufficiently large, or when some
pressing object required it, Her Majesty sent it off. I followed
the same method, and did not remain behindhand in respect
of the size of my volume." The Empress did not allow her
cares and activities to interrupt the correspondence.   Even
during her journey by water down the Dnieper and into the
Crimea her couriers arrived with more punctuality and with
larger packets of letters than when she was living quietly at
St Petersburg. No wonder that Grimm, a good cosmopolitan
German bourgeois, considered the correspondence the ** rariqoe
ornament ** of his life.8 Catherine's last letter, dated October
31, 1796, arrived with Grimm on November 22. It concluded
with the words:" Adieu, keep well. I have said everything that
came to the point of my pen. It is good that you should know
what I think and how I look at things." Five days before
the letter was in Grimm's hands the great Empress had died.
1 F. M. Grimm, " M&noke historique sur Torigine et les suites de mon
attachement pourrimp&atiice Catherine II," in Correspondancepar Grimm,
Diderot, etc. (1877), vol. i, p. ai.
1 Ibid., vol. i, pp. 24,25, 28.

